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Video Editing in Small Segments 
ABSTRACT 
Video editing is a complex task requiring many small details spread over a timeline 
(temporal activity). Most video editing applications represent this information as a long timeline 
that the user can scroll through and zoom in and out of. When editing video on a phone or a 
small tablet, the available visual space on the display is limited, such that editing operations 
become highly cumbersome. This disclosure describes techniques to break down the timeline of 
a video editor into smaller segments, each focused on a single shot. The resulting segments are 
shorter, more contextually clear, and keep the creator focused on one shot at a time. The 
techniques result in a simpler, more intuitive user experience and enable the creator to be more 
focused on one task at a time. 
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BACKGROUND 
Video editing is a complex task requiring a view of many small details spread over a 
timeline (temporal activity). Most video editing applications represent this information as a long 
timeline that a user can scroll through and zoom in and out of. When editing video on a phone or 
other small-screen device (e.g., a tablet), the available space on the display is limited, such that 
editing operations become highly cumbersome. Some applications try to enable editing on a 
small screen by simplifying the visual representation of the timeline. However, these trade 
granularity of information and accuracy of editing in order to fit on the available display area. 
DESCRIPTION 
Most videos are made of shots with cuts in between them. The cuts form the basic 
structure (building blocks) of the editing timeline. Per the techniques of this disclosure, the 
timeline is broken into smaller segments, each focused on a single shot. The resulting segments 
are shorter, more contextually clear (e.g., this is the shot where we talk about concept X), and 
allow the creator to focus on one shot at a time. The techniques result in a simpler, more intuitive 
user experience. 
The final video project is formed from a collection of shorter timelines (shots) that 
together are sequenced into the full timeline. The described user interface enables users to 
intuitively browse the shots and clearly understand the relationships between them. The user can 
open the timeline for each shot and scroll between shots, creating a mental model of a collection 
of small segments within a larger sequential project. Elements along the timeline for each shot, 
e.g., graphics, text, sounds, overlays, etc., can be completely contained within that shot or can be 
extended beyond a single shot and into neighboring shots. 
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Fig. 1: A shot-list view 
 As explained earlier, a video project is split into sequences of shots, known as the shot 
list. Fig. 1 is an example view of a shot list, which comprises individually editable shots (102a-
d). The user can scrub each shot (e.g., drag a cursor across a segment of video to view it) or start 
playing it from the position of the playhead, continuing from one shot to the next. This view 
enables the user to focus on one task/shot at a time and see how they come together to form a 
narrative. 
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Fig. 2: Scrubbing the shot list 
 Fig. 2 illustrates example techniques for scrubbing the shot list. Each video (shot) in the 
shot list is represented by a card (202), which is of the same size regardless of the length of the 
shot. To view and interact with a shot, the user can scrub horizontally across a card (204) using a 
finger or stylus (represented by an orange circle) to view its content including overlays such as 
sound, stickers, and text. Colored dots (206) can be used to represent overlays (additional assets 
that were added by the user to appear at that point in time). 
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Fig. 3: Re-ordering shots 
 Fig. 3 illustrates example techniques for re-ordering shots. To re-order or change the 
sequence of shots, a user can simply drag a shot to a new position within the list (the orange 
circle represents the finger/stylus used to drag a shot). When a shot is moved, all of its overlays 
and sounds move with it. (Overlays can exceed the duration of a shot, but belong to the shot 
where they began.) 
 
Fig. 4: Combining shots 
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 Fig. 4 illustrates combining shots. A user can pinch shots together to combine them. (The 
two orange circles represent fingers pinching together on the screen.) Combined shots can be 
joined with a jump cut and can be merged to simplify the project (fewer shots). 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 5: Adding elements 
 Fig. 5 illustrates adding elements. A user can add elements, e.g., other video clips, 
transitions, visual dividers (chapter marks), designated ad-positions, etc., with a pinch-out 
gesture. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the user pinches out two shots to create a space (Fig. 5(b)) 
between them. A menu of types of items that can be added appears (Fig. 5(c)), alongside various 
clips that can be added (Fig. 5(d)). The user selects the type of element to be added and the clip 
to be added, and a new shot is created (Fig. 5(e)) that incorporates the added element.  
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Fig. 6: Editing a shot 
 Fig. 6 illustrates editing a shot. From the shot list view, the user can enter the shot edit 
screen, where they perform a wide range of editing operations, e.g., to trim clips; to add layers of 
overlays or soundtracks; etc. Tapping on any element in the edit screen brings that element to 
focus, makes it taller for interaction, reveals the trim/adjustment handles, shows the menu for the 
relevant media operations for it; etc. By editing each shot individually, the user can focus their 
attention and author one piece of the narrative at a time. Users can select each element in the 
video, move the playhead around, trim, and adjust. Similar to photo-editing applications, the user 
can access a wide range of menu choices or operations structured hierarchically, providing room 
for multiple styles of selection techniques.  
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Fig. 7: Context-aware menu 
  Fig. 7 illustrates a context-aware menu that provides the user with a robust set of editing 
tools. Tools can be hierarchically organized into top-level (702) and bottom-level (704) menus, 
e.g., at a top-level, visual (which expands at a bottom-level to options such as filters, saturation, 
etc.); AI (which expands to segment, mask, etc.); format (which expands to crop, rotate, etc.); 
audio (which expands to mute, gain, etc.); speed (which expands to duration, style, etc.); motion 
(which expands to transition, style, etc.); etc. 
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Fig. 8: Adjusting the duration of a shot while trimming it 
 As illustrated in Fig. 8, while trimming the underlying video in each shot, the timeline 
zooms out to include the full duration of the clip, enabling the full range of trimming. Once 
complete, the timescale snaps back to zoom on the trimmed section. Before the shot is trimmed, 
its in-point and its out-point cover its entire duration. The user can just slide the trim handles to 
select the desired duration and exact placement. After a shot has been trimmed, the discarded 
parts are no longer visible such that the timeline zooms out to reveal the full trimming potential. 
 As mentioned earlier, editing can be done across shots. Sliding the edit screen sideways 
enables the user to navigate between shots and edit across them. Any element can be moved 
and/or extended beyond the time bounds of a single shot. Overlays can be extended by grabbing 
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the trim handles and dragging them beyond the bounds of the timeline of the shot, into the next 
or previous shot. Overlays can exceed the duration of a shot, but they belong to the shot where 
they began, e.g., start at the top of a shot. 
 The described techniques provide a video-editing application on smartphones or other 
devices with limited screen space. The techniques are also applicable to (professional or 
amateur) video-editing software on machines with larger screens, e.g., desktops, laptops, etc. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes techniques to break down the timeline of a video editor into 
smaller segments, each focused on a single shot. The resulting segments are shorter, more 
contextually clear, and keep the creator focused on one shot at a time. The techniques result in a 
simpler, more intuitive user experience and enable the creator to be more focused on one task at 
a time. 
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